Some Thoughts on
“Real-Time” SSTV Processing
How to improve our present SSTV programs.
By Lionel and Roland (F2DC) Cordesses

P

icture transmission—SSTV and
fax—has been a part of the Amateur Radio world for many
decades. The receiving end changed
dramatically with the availability of
PC-based software at the beginning of
the 1990s. However, the methods used
to demodulate the SSTV signal, that is,
to measure the frequency of the received tone carrying the luminance, are
not so different from those used 10
years ago. Today, microprocessors are
powerful enough to run efficient “realtime” algorithms that yesterday needed
a digital signal processor (DSP). Modern available computing power allows
better processing of raw SSTV signals
and better picture quality.
In this paper, we present some unconventional approaches to process and
use synchronization signals as well as
to extract luminance information. These
processing methods significantly improve picture quality when receiving
conditions are poor—in the presence of
noise, QRM and so forth. They also perform an on-line, accurate estimation of
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the sound-card sampling frequency, circumventing the calibration step needed
in many—if not all—varieties of SSTV
software. A dedicated program using
the described algorithms has been designed and tested not only during simulations but also on real on-the-air SSTV
signals.
An Overview of SSTV

While this paper focuses on the processing of the Martin M1 signal, specifications of which were kindly provided to us by its author G3OQD,1 it
is clear that ideas and algorithms presented here can be applied to other
SSTV formats. We will first present
some methods that are used to demodulate SSTV signals and then recall some technical specifications of
the M1 mode.
SSTV Demodulation

The purpose of any color SSTV decoder is to recover the red, green and
1Notes

appear on page 19.
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blue original information from the
frequency-modulated signal and to
accurately extract the video line with
respect to the horizontal synchronization signal. This has long been done
using analog approaches.2
Before the all-digital era, a hybrid
approach was used. The demodulator
was still relying upon an analog circuit based on filters, adders and so on.
Once demodulated, this analog signal
was digitized. Further processing,
such as image processing, was then
carried out on a computer. This was
done back in 1970.3 Later, digital processing of the demodulated signal
became the basis of some computerbased SSTV solutions. See “Viewport
VGA” and our own solution based upon
the same hardware.4, 5
The all-digital approach first converts the analog signal from the receiver into a digital signal, using an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
Then, all the DSP demodulation and
synchronization detection is performed on a computer. The two-level
ADC, often a simple op amp, became
one of the bases of much software—
JVFax, for instance.6
Then came sound cards. Thanks to
low-cost hardware, the sampling of
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analog signals was possible. Most of
the actual sound cards can reach a
44.1-kHz sampling frequency with 16
bits per sample. A new generation of
software makes use of the sound card:
JVComm32 is one of them.
Our approach clearly belongs to the
last one—the all-digital one. After 10
years of experiments with SSTV demodulation for one author and more
than thirty for the other, we really
think there is room for improvement.
Perhaps a lot of room, we think.
When receiving conditions are poor
and the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is
low, much of the available software performs poorly. Sometimes it is not able
to receive a faint picture you can hear
in the background. Other times, it does
receive something. Unfortunately, most
software is unable to synchronize properly under these conditions. We decided
to focus on these situations and attempt
an answer to the underlying technical
questions. So, if you are interested in
SSTV, or just curious to see what DSP
can bring to such an old standard, go
on reading!

the line is then transmitted. Each
pixel lasts 572 µs, thus the blue signal lasts tG = 256 × 572 = 146,432 µs.
During t1 = 572 µs, a 1500-Hz tone
is transmitted. Lastly, the red compo-

nent of the line is transmitted. Each
pixel lasts 572 µs, thus the red signal
lasts tG = 256 × 572 = 146,432 µs. During t1 =572 µs, a 1500-Hz tone is transmitted. This is the end of the line.

Fig 1—Martin M1 line timing.

The Martin M1 SSTV Signal

Let’s briefly recall the specifications
of such a SSTV signal. The original
picture is in color, described by its red,
green and blue spectral components.
The size of the picture is 256× 256 pixels. Each spectral component is
transmitted in turn; that is, the 256
green pixels signal first, the blue and
then the red. As in McDonald’s original system (see Note 2), the modulation is a frequency modulation
described by Eq 1.
f l = f black +

( f white −

f black )lum
maxlum

(Eq 1)

where: fblack is the frequency of a black
pixel (1500 Hz), fwhite is the frequency
of a white pixel (2300 Hz), and maxlum
is the maximum value of the luminance signal. A usual value is 255 for
pictures coded with eight bits per component (and thus 8 × 3 = 24 bits for
red, green and blue). lum is the value
of the luminance and fl [read “f” subscript lower-case “L”—Ed.] is the corresponding modulating frequency.
One line of the original picture is
transmitted according to the following
timing (see Fig 1). The horizontal
line-synchronization signal (fsync =
1200 Hz) lasts ts = 4862 µs. During t1
= 572 µs, a 1500-Hz tone is transmitted. The green component of the line
is then transmitted. Each pixel lasts
572 µs, thus the green signal lasts tG
= 256 × 572 = 146,432 µs.
During t1 = 572 µs, a 1500-Hz tone
is transmitted. The blue component of
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Fig 2—Synchronization detector overview.

Fig 3—Frequency response of the synchronization filter. (A) shows the whole response
curve, while (B) is a close-up of the peak region.

Horizontal
Synchronization Method

The Need for Horizontal
Synchronization

This section is devoted to the horizontal synchronization algorithm we
have developed. First, we consider the
need for such a software module. We
then describe the synchronization detector. It is based upon a band-pass
filter followed by a linear Hough transform. The linear Hough transform is
explained in a step-by-step approach.

The reader may wonder why we
need such a synchronization detector.
Thanks to digital headers transmitted
before the image signal (referred to as
VIS code), software is able to detect
the beginning of a new image. It also
extracts from the digital header the
mode used by the transmitter. Then,
as the receiving software relies upon

a calibrated time base, it asynchronously decodes the incoming signal,
and it does not use the horizontal-synchronization signal any more.
Remember that we have decided to
focus on realistic receiving conditions.
The above mentioned method fails, for
instance:
• When fading occurs during the VIS,
• When QRM prevents the software
from detecting the start of image
signal or
• When the operator misses the beginning of the transmission.
We will see that the forgotten horizontal-synchronization signal can drastically improve SSTV demodulation.
The Synchronization Filter: The
analog SSTV signal is first digitized—
thanks to the computer sound card—
at fs = 44,100 Hz. The resulting data
are then processed by the synchronization detector presented in Fig 2. This
incoming SSTV signal goes through a
digital recursive band-pass filter (also
known as an infinite-impulse response
filter or IIR).7 We have chosen a fourpole Butterworth filter for its burst
time response.8 The center frequency
is fsync = 1200 Hz and the bandwidth
is 200 Hz. The coefficients of the IIR
filter are given in Table
1. The output
T
y[n]
y[n of the IIR filter is computed using Eq 2.
a0 y[n] = b0 x[n] + b1x[n − 1]

+ b2 x[n − 2] + b3 x[n − 3]
+ b4 x[n − 4] − a1 y[n − 1]

(Eq 2)

− a2 y[n − 2] − a3 y[n − 3]
− a4 y[n − 4]

Fig 4—Burst response of the synchronization filter. (A) shows the 1200-Hz burst; (B)
shows the burst as shaped by the filter response.

The frequency response of this filter is plotted in Fig 3. The upper curve
displays the frequency response from
300 Hz to 3000 Hz, and the lower curve

Fig 5—Time
response (solid) of
the FIR filter to a
rectangular window
dotted.

Fig 6—The reference picture.
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Fig 7—Output of the synchronization detector (M1 signal without
noise).

is a closer look around the center
frequency.
We are also highly interested in the
behavior of this filter to a 1200-Hz
sine-wave burst. We have therefore
simulated a synchronization-like signal made of: 5 ms without signal,
5 ms with a 1200 Hz, unity-amplitude
sine wave, and 10 ms without signal.
The choice of a 5-ms, 1200-Hz sine
wave signal is realistic with respect
to both the original standard (black
and white) and the M1 (color) SSTV
modes.9 Both the input signal (Fig 4,
upper curve) and the output of the IIR
filter (lower curve) are plotted.
The 200-Hz bandwidth chosen during the design is the lower bound one
can use. One can see in Fig 4 that the
output signal reaches unity amplitude
just before it starts decaying. This
bandwidth is a trade-off between noise
rejection and response time. It proved
efficient during the many experiments
carried out on-air with real SSTV M1
signals.
This filtered signal is detected
thanks to an absolute-value function
(the diode in Fig 2) along with the
original signal. The remaining blocks
are a poor-man’s power-spectrum estimator. The 50-tap digital low-pass
filter (a finite-impulse-response or FIR
filter) is a moving-average type. It acts
as a low-pass filter with a zero in its
frequency response at fs / 50 = 882 Hz.
Here’s another way of explaining the
behavior of this low-pass filter: It
outputs the correlation of the detected
signal with a rectangular window. This
rectangular window, lasting 50 / fs =
1.1 ms, is related to the desired time
resolution of the synchronization detec-
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Fig 8—Output of the synchronization detector (M1 signal with
noise, A, versus without noise, B).

Fig 9—The synchronization signal—a 2D approach (no noise).

Fig 10—The synchronization signal—a 2D approach (with noise).

tor. The correlation gives an indication
of how much two signals look alike,
along with the time of this likelihood
measurement. A simulation result is
displayed in Fig 5. The dashed line is
the input signal, made of 5 ms without
signal, 1.1 ms with a unity-amplitude
signal and 3.9 ms without signal. It is
a rectangular window of 50 samples.
The bold continuous line in Fig 5 is the
output of the filter. The maximum value
(1 on Fig 5) is reached when the likelihood is at its maximum.
Now, look back to Fig 2: This FIR
filter is applied to both raw and bandpass filtered detected signals. The detected value (the output of the diode
in the figure) can be seen as a voltage.
So squaring this value (the x2 block in
Fig 2) leads to a power, noted as Psync.

The raw power, Praw, is normalized
thanks to the gain K with respect to
its assumed bandwidth (3000 Hz can
be used as an upper bound for the average communication receiver). Now,
both power channels can be compared
against one another. The meaning of
this comparison can be related to the
following question: “Is there more
power in the 1100 to 1300-Hz range
than in the rest of the band?”
A simple threshold is set to decide
whether the SSTV input signal is a
synchronization signal or another
type—video, for instance, or some
QRM. During all the experiments, this
threshold has been set to two: The incoming signal is said to be a synchronization signal when Psync > 2 × Praw.
Now, let us see how our synchron-

ization detector performs.
Simulation Results: Why do we
mention simulation results? A real,
noisy, faded SSTV signal coming from
the air would be nice; but it would be
very difficult to analyze. Unless we
have access to the original, clean signal, it is difficult to qualify the demodulator. Anyway, we will show some
results with simulated data.
Simulation Signals: The original
SSTV signal (the reference) has been
created with a stand-alone program
we have developed for this purpose. It
reads a bitmap (see Fig 6) 24-bit color
file and creates an M1-compliant monaural sound file (.wav). It also has the
nice feature of adding noise to the pure
M1 signal.
The noisy signal includes Gaussian
noise. Its standard deviation from the
mean is 1, and its bias (or mean value)
is 0. This noise is then filtered by a lowpass filter, an 8th-order Butterworth
IIR with a cutoff frequency of 2500 Hz.
The value of 2500 Hz is a realistic one
for SSTV signals.
This sound file is either used by our
SSTV software or transferred to a
CDROM for test purposes. This brand
new audio CD, playing on a CD player,
becomes the source of the SSTV signal
that is digitized by the sound card. This
solution has been extensively used
when comparing the performance of our
SSTV software against other programs.
Fig 7 plots the output of the synchronization detector for a clean SSTV
M1 signal (without Gaussian noise).
The horizontal-synchronization pulses
are perfectly estimated. The period
between two pulses, measured on

Fig 7, is about 0.446 s. The theoretical
value is 4862 + 572 + (572) (3) + (256)
(572) (3) = 446,446 µs.
We have already mentioned that we
were interested in the behavior of this
synchronization detector when the
S/N is low. We have therefore created
a noisy M1 signal (S/N is almost 0 dB).
The output of the same software is displayed on the upper curve of Fig 8 for
this noisy signal. The reference signal
is plotted on the lower curve to make
comparison easier. At first sight, it is
very difficult to accurately detect horizontal line synchronization out of this
1-D signal.
This first conclusion has led us to
think about another representation of
the same signal. The 1-D signal is indeed the output of the synchronization
detector, so the 1-D representation
may first come to mind. Yet this 1-D
signal actually results from a 2-D signal; namely, the original picture. Let
us plot the same output signal from
the synchronization detector as a picture, thus as a 2-D signal. We use the
following convention:
• A 0 in the 1-D signal (no synchronization signal) is displayed as a
black pixel.
• A 1 in the 1-D signal (a synchronization signal) is displayed as a white
pixel.
• The width of the resulting picture is
XM1 = 1561 pixels.
• The height of the resulting picture
is limited by the total amount of
available synchronization samples.
The value XM1 = 1561 comes from
the length of one M1 line, 446,446 µs,

Fig 11—Synchronization signal estimated thanks to LMS (no
noise, 250 lines).

and the duration of one sample of
286 µs: 1561 = 446,446 / 286. The latter value of 286 µs has been chosen to
get an integral number of samples for
the synchronization signal (4862 / 286
= 17 samples) and for all other parts
of the M1 line.
The resulting picture is displayed
in Fig 9 for the M1 signal without
noise (the same one used for Fig 7). A
human being easily locates the synchronization signal on the left.
The case of the noisy M1 signal
leads to the picture displayed in Fig
10. Even on this picture, coming from
a very noisy M1 SSTV signal, the
reader easily detects the synchronization signal.
The question is, “How can an algorithm accurately detect this vertical
line?” Assuming it is possible, we
would have built a robust synchronization detector based upon the whole
synchronization signal.
From a 2-D Picture to a
Synchronization Detector

The very first approach one can test
is a least-mean-square (LMS) approach. The problem can be stated this
way: Knowing the 2-D coordinates of
some points, the algorithm has to estimate the abscissa of the vertical line
while minimizing some criteria.
It is a simple curve-fitting approach10 with a line described by Eq 3:
x=b

(Eq 3)

The parameter b can be estimated
as the mean value of all the abscissas
of the white pixels. It works perfectly
when the M1 signal is clean (no noise),

Fig 12—Synchronization signal estimated thanks to LMS (with
noise, 250
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and thus when the synchronization
signal is perfectly recovered. The result from a LMS approach is displayed
in Fig 11. The grey pixels are the output of the synchronization detector,
and the white vertical line is the estimated one, thanks to the LMS. The
estimated b is 18, which is correct.
This very same method totally fails

when the signal is noisy (see Fig 12).
The reader may wonder why such a
popular method fails. The answer is
simple: The parameter to be estimated, a constant, is corrupted by a
noise with a nonzero mean. Here, the
noise is produced by the synchronization detector. This is why we have used
another approach that is robust

against this kind of noise and is presented in the next section.
Using the Linear Hough Transform

The method we have used is robust
against the kind of noise generated by
the synchronization detector. It relies
upon the linear Hough transform. We
will first describe it using a step-by-step

// Input:
// pixel: an array of size (xMax+1,yMax+1)
// Output:
// bLine: the b parameter of the synchronization vertical line.
// maximum: the number of occurence of this b value.
//
// first step
for y=0 to yMax
for x=0 to xMax
if pixel(x,y) is white
// estimate b parameter
b=x
// use the accumulator and take this new value
// into account
accumulator [b] =accumulator [b]+1
end if
end for
end for
// second step
maximum=0
for b=0 to xMax
if (accumulator[b]>maximum)
maximum=accumulator[b]
bLine=b
end if
end for
Fig 13—The Hough algorithm for a vertical line.

Fig 14—The accumulator corresponding to Fig 9 (M1 signal
without noise) showing occurrences of b values (bline = 9).
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Fig 15—The accumulator corresponding to Fig 10 (M1 signal with
noise) showing occurrences of b values (bline = 11).

approach in a very simple situation. We
will then introduce the linear Hough
transform as presented in Reference 11.
We will also illustrate it using another
example in a step-by-step approach.
Estimating the b Parameter
of a Vertical Line

This simple case deals with the
same vertical line described by Eq 3.
Let’s have a closer look at either Fig 9
or 10. You can easily see where the
vertical line is (on the left of both pictures). We could also write that most
of the pixels on the left belong to the
same vertical line, whereas the remaining pixels do not belong to the same
vertical line. This idea can be translated into a two-step algorithm.
First step: For each white pixel,
compute the line parameter b of the
vertical line to which it belongs.
Second step: Among all the resulting b parameters, find the one with the
highest occurrence.
The algorithm in Fig 13 performs
these two steps. We have introduced
an accumulator, which is an array. It
is used to compute and store the number of occurrences of the b parameters.
This algorithm has been used on the
very same data from the synchronization detector. Fig 14 plots the accumulator corresponding to the clean M1
signal (from Fig 9). Even in the presof noise,
the algorithm is still able
d = − x sin ence
q + y cos
q
to recover the synchronization. Fig 15
plots the accumulator corresponding to
the noisy M1 signal of Fig 10. The b
parameter is correctly estimated with
this method: The error is 2/1561.

ware allows the user to finely tune its
time base to get perfect pictures. Actually, the received pictures are perfect as
long as the transmitter time base is
correctly calibrated.
Could we imagine an automatic
system that relies only on the previously described “synch” detector? Such
a system would receive a SSTV signal
and output a vertical picture, even if
the time base were not calibrated. We
can design such a system. From a practical point of view, one can improve our
SSTV synch detector—and thus the
SSTV software—using the linear
Hough transform.11
The Hough transform is named after its inventor (see the US patent).12
It is widely used in the field of image
processing.13 We will see how to use
for SSTV synch detection.
The slanted picture of Fig 16 is
linked with the 2-D slanted synch signal (see Fig 17). The linear Hough
transform allows estimation of the
parameters describing a straight line.
Eq 4, used to describe this line, is not
the usual y = ax + b, but:

of the line. The algorithm, also a twostep, is described in Fig 18.
A Step-by-Step Computation

An example illustrates the algorithm of Fig 18. Consider a very simple
picture. Its size is 5×5. The round dots
are the pixels of interest (see Fig 19).
During this computation, we are
only looking for horizontal, vertical
and diagonal lines. Thus, the corresponding values of q are 0°, 45°, 90°
and 135°.
Step One

Let us start with the pixel located
at coordinates (–1, –2). According to the
algorithm, for each possible value of q
we have to compute the corresponding
d using Eq 4. The results are tabulated

(Eq 4)

The Linear Hough Transform

Eq 4 is better for our application, as
it can describe any straight line:
vertical, horizontal or skew. The usual
equation y = ax + b fails to describe a
vertical line (as long as a is finite).
Moreover, Eq 4 closely relates the slope
of the line and the parameter q, which
is useful for the Hough transform.
The linear Hough transform relies
upon a 2-D accumulator or array. The
two dimensions of the accumulator are
linked with the two parameters (d, q)

This section could have been entitled “Estimating the Parameters of
a Straight Line.” We have seen in the
previous section how to estimate the
b parameter of a vertical line. It was a
simple case of the linear Hough transform. We are now going to introduce
the general linear Hough transform;
we will illustrate its use through a
step-by-step computation.

Fig 17—A slanted synchronization signal.

Fig 16—A slanted SSTV picture.

No More Slanted Pictures!

We have already seen that the results were convincing with this simple
estimator, even in the presence of
noise. The reader may wonder why we
proceed further.
Have you ever seen a beautiful SSTV
picture spoiled because it is slanted?
How many times have you thrown away
a rare DX picture just because of a badly
calibrated time base?
A badly calibrated time base—at either the transmitter or receiver side—
results in a slanted picture (see Fig 16,
for instance). Much modern SSTV soft-

// first step
for each pixel (x,y) of interest
for each possible q
computes d = -x sin(q) + y cos(q)
accumulate the set (d, q)
end for
end for
// second step
find in the accumulator the set (d, q)
with the highest occurrence
Fig 18—The Hough algorithm for a straight line.
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in Fig 20 (step 1). We must point out
that d, computed using Eq 4, is a real
number. It is represented by a floatingpoint number (see the third column).
As this number is used as an index of
an array (the accumulator), this floating-point number is rounded to the
nearest integer (see the fourth column).
The slight difference between the exact value of d and the value stored in
the accumulator and used by the algorithm will cause an error in the estimated parameters. This error will be
obvious when looking at the resulting
estimated line. Nevertheless, it is not
an important error, and it has no impact on our application.
The meaning of the first line of
Fig 20 is as follows: the pixel (–1, –2)
belongs to the line whose equation is,
according to Eq 4, –2 = –x sin (0) + y
cos (0). Alternatively, one can write
that the pixel (–1, –2) belongs to
the line whose parameters (d, q) are
(–2, 0). Now we could add one to the
accumulator value located at (–2, 0).
The accumulator would now reflect
that there is one and only one line
whose parameters are (–2, 0).
The resulting d values, along with
their corresponding q values, are used
to fill the accumulator. At the beginning,
the accumulator is cleared—that is,
filled with zeros. Using Fig 20, it is easy
to build the accumulator at step 1:
q = 0° leads to d = –2; ACC[d,
d, q] =
ACC[d, q] + 1
q = 45° leads to d = –1; ACC[d, q] =
ACC[d, q] + 1
q = 90° leads to d = 1; ACC[d, q] =
ACC[d, q] + 1
q = 135° leads to d = 2; ACC[d, q] =
ACC[d, q] + 1
The bold numbers in the accumulator represent the values different from
the previous step. The picture on the
left stands for the visual counterpart
of the calculations. All the possible lines,
corresponding to the tabulated values
of q, are drawn on this figure.

calculated by LMS is the dashed line..
Although not perfect (because of a
rounding effect), the Hough estimation
is better than the LMS.
The Case of the Slanted Picture
How to Estimate the Sampling
Frequency of Your Sound Card

Unfortunately, this frequency is not
as accurate as one might expect: the
44,100 Hz may be biased. A 40-Hz bias
is common. This problem is well
known in the SSTV community.
The following equations are based
upon three hypotheses:
1. At time t = 0, the software is demodulating the very first video
sample, located on the upper left cor-ner (0 on Fig 24);
2. The M1 signal is perfect—that is,
compliant with the timings defined by
G3OQD;
3. The assumed sampling frequency, noted as fS, is used to demodulate the M1 SSTV picture. This picture is available for the sampling frequency estimation (see Fig 24 for a
model of such a slanted picture).
The coordinates of video sample B
are (xB, yB); those of A are (xA, yA.
Notice that one has yA = yB.
One video sample lasts t1, that is
572 µs. During one second, the sound
card digitizes fS samples. Thus, one M1
video sample, lasting t1, requires NM1
sound card samples, with NM1 defined
by Eq 5:
(Eq 5)

Please note that NM1 is not an integer. The video sample B (see Fig 24) is
received at time tB. The total number
of sound card samples corresponding
to the video sample B is: iB × NM1 with
iB the index of the video sample B, defined by iB = xB + yB × XM1. Where XM1
is the number of video samples per M1

Step Two

The same method is applied to the
pixel (0, –1). The computed d for all
the q values are tabulated in Fig 20.
Steps Three to Eight

The same method is applied to remaining pixels. The computed d for all
the q values are tabulated in Figs 2022.
The final values in the accumulator at (d, q) are the number of points
belonging to the line (d, q). In our
example, the highest value, 4 (see Fig
22) belongs to the line described by the
set (d = –1; q = 45°). The line described
by these parameters is plotted as a
thick line in Fig 23, whereas the line
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Fig 19—A simple 5×5 picture.

line. The video sample B is received
at time tB defined by Eq 6.
(Eq 6)

Where funknown
is the unknown freunk
quency of the sound card (if B ≠ A, then
funknown ≠ fS). From Eqs 5 and 6, we
have:
tB = iB × t1 × fS

1
f unknown

(Eq 7)

As the received M1 SSTV signal is
based upon the exact timings, we can
infer that the video sample B should
be located in A (see Fig 24).
The video sample A, which index iA
= xA + yA × XM1, occurs at time tA:
tA = iA × N M1

1
fS

(Eq 8)

= iA × tM1

As we know that the video sample
B should be located in A, we can write
Eq 9:
tA = tB

(Eq 9)

Substituting Eqs 6 and 8 into Eq 9
leads to:
(Eq 10)

F
Finally,
we can compute the unknown frequency funknownwith Eq 11:
f unknown =

iB
fS
iA

(Eq 11)

Such a simple equation easily allows us to accurately estimate the
sampling frequency of the sound card.
In fact, the accuracy of our approach
is only limited by the quality of the
slope estimation. That explains why
we needed a very-high-performance
synchronization detector.
Experiments carried out with real
noisy SSTV signals allowed us to estimate the sampling frequency of our
sound card. The overall quality of the
estimator is easily checked: The picture demodulated with the estimated
funknown is perfectly vertical.
Of course, a similar approach could
be used when the sound-card sampling frequency is known, but the picture is nevertheless slanted. Such a
situation occurs when demodulating
a signal replayed on a CD player,
whose frequency is not as accurate as
one might think. The slope of the picture leads to an ideal value of fS. When
demodulating the same signal with
this newly computed fS, the formerly
slanted picture now appears perfectly
vertical. The very-high-performance

Step 1: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (–1, –2)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
45°
90°
135°

1 × 0.00 –2 × 1.00
1 × 0.85 –2 × 0.53
1 × 0.89 –2 × –0.45
1 × 0.09 –2 × –1.00

d

round(d)

–2.00
–0.71
1.00
2.12

–2
–1
1
2

The Accumulator After Step 1

ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

0°

45°

90°

135°

1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0

Step 2: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (0, –1)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
45°
90°
135°

0 × 0.00 –1 × 1.00
0 × 0.85 –1 × 0.53
0 × 0.89 –1 × –0.45
0 × 0.09 –1 × –1.00

d

round(d)

–1.00
–0.71
–0.00
0.71

–1
–1
0
1

The Accumulator After Step 2
ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

0°

45°

90°

135°

1
1
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
0

Step 3: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (1,0)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
45°
90°
135°

–1 × 0.00 + 0 × 1.00
–1 × 0.85 + 0 × 0.53
–1 × 0.89 + 0 × –0.45
–1 × 0.09 + 0 × –1.00

d

round(d)

0.00
–0.71
–1.00
–0.71

0
–1
–1
–1

The Accumulator After Step 3

ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

0°

45°

90°

135°

1
1
1
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
1
0

Fig 20—Hough transform—Steps 1 to 3.
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Step 4: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (–2, 1)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
45°
90°
135°

2 × 0.00 + 1 × 1.00
2 × 0.85 + 1 × 0.53
2 × 0.89 + 1 × –0.45
2 × 0.09 + 1 × –1.00

d

round(d)

1.00
2.12
2.00
0.71

1
2
2
1

The Accumulator After Step 4

ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

0°
1
1
1
1
0
0

45°
0
3
0
0
1
0

90°
0
1
1
1
1
0

135°
0
1
0
2
1
0

Step 5: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (–1, 1)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
1 × 0.00 + 1 × 1.00
45°
1 × 0.85 + 1 × 0.53
90°
1 × 0.89 + 1 × –0.45
135°
1 × 0.09 + 1 × –1.00
The Accumulator After Step 5

ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

d

round(d)

1.00
1.41
1.00
0.00

1
1
1
0

0°

45°

90°

135°

1
1
1
2
0
0

0
3
0
1
1
0

0
1
1
2
1
0

0
1
1
2
1
0

Step 6: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (2, 1)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
45°
90°
135°

–2 × 0.00 + 1 × 1.00
–2 × 0.85 + 1 × 0.53
–2 × 0.89 + 1 × –0.45
–2 × 0.09 + 1 × –1.00

d

round(d)

1.00
–0.71
–2.00
–2.12

1
–1
–2
–2

The Accumulator After Step 6

ACC
d=–2
d=–1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

Fig 21—Hough transform—Steps 4 to 6.
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0°
1
1
1
3
0
0

45°
0
4
0
1
1
0

90°
1
1
1
2
1
0

135°
1
1
1
2
1
0

demodulator is at the heart of such
magic.
No more slanted pictures, we wrote..
Now it is done! From a practical point
of view, however, it is not an excuse
for transmitting non-M1-compliant
signals!

tion? The reason behind this question
Each video sample
is straightforward:
straightforw
can be recovered using Eq 12, which
is based upon Eq 1:

The Video Demodulator

Eq 12 will output the corresponding luminance, which will be stored in
an array for further processing, such
as for full-color display.
Unfortunately, such a beautiful
equation leads to another question:
How can we estimate this unknown
frequency f1? Many solutions have
been proposed and used during the
past decades. We have already
summed up three important strategies

A lot of work and time has been
devoted to the synchronization detector described in the first part of this
article. SSTV receiving software must
also demodulate the video signal.
Lastly, it must display it. We will now
focus on video demodulation.
From Frequency to Luminance

Can we improve frequency estima-

lum =

f1 − f black
maxlum
f white − f black

at the beginning of this article:
• Analog filters can convert a frequency to a voltage. This voltage is
used to drive either an SSTV monitor
(see Note 2) or digitized and processed
on a computer (see Note 4).
• The signal is crudely digitized
thanks to a two-level (or 1-bit) A/D
converter. The frequency is then estimated using, for instance, a period
estimation (the method used in the
Pasokon system).14
• The signal is digitized thanks to
a decent A/D converter. The digital signal is then processed to estimate the
frequency.
As we had already designed a robust synchronization estimator, the
video demodulator performance had to

(Eq 12)

Step 7: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (–2, 2)

Step 8: Computing Parameter d for Pixel (–1, 2)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

d

round(d)

q

–x sin q + y cos q

0°
45°
90°
135°

2× 0.00+2× 1.00
2× 0.85+2× 0.53
2× 0.89+2× –0.45
2× 0.09+2× –1.00

2.00
2.83
2.00
0.00

2
3
2
0

0°
45°
90°
135°

1 × 0.00 + 2 × 1.00
1 × 0.85 + 2 × 0.53
1 × 0.89 + 2 × –0.45
1 × 0.09 + 2 × –1.00

The Accumulator After Step 7

ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

d

round(d)

2.00
2.12
1.00
–0.71

2
2
1
–1

The Accumulator After Step 8

0°

45°

90°

135°

1
1
1
3
1
0

0
4
0
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2
0

1
1
2
2
1
0

ACC
d = –2
d = –1
d=0
d=1
d=2
d=3

0°

45°

90°

135°

1
1
1
3
2
0

0
4
0
1
2
1

1
1
1
3
2
0

1
2
2
2
1
0

Fig 22—Hough transform—Steps 7 and 8.
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match that high-quality level.
There are many well-known methods to estimate the frequency of a signal. One can use a period estimator, a phaselocked loop or a fast Fourier transform (FFT). There are many
other methods, such as multiple-window spectrum estimation15 and the wavelet transform. We have not thoroughly
investigated the use of the last two approaches in the context of SSTV; it might be something worth looking at.
It is obvious that for high S/N many methods provide good
results—and particularly, a small bias on the estimated frequency. When S/N becomes low, things are not so clear. Studies have been conducted by several authors to evaluate the
behavior of estimators with a noisy signal.16, 17 These papers
show that the period estimator is among the worst methods,
while the FFT is the least-biased approach.
The discrete Fourier transform (DFT), often implemented
as the FFT, is an excellent frequency estimator:18, 19, 20
“When the data consist of uniformly sampled time
domain data containing some type of harmonic oscillations, the discrete Fourier transform is almost universally used as the frequency estimation technique. This
is done for a number of reasons, but primarily
because the technique is fast and experience has shown
that the frequency estimates obtained from it are often
very good.”21
Even in the presence of noise, one can extract meaningful information from the power spectrum of the signal. Our
frequency estimator relies upon both the discrete Fourier
transform and the FFT (for performance issues only).
When the S/N is high, the user expects a high-quality
picture. When the S/N is low, or when it suddenly decreases
(due to fading, for instance), such quality cannot be maintained. A common thought is that the quantity of information transmitted per second decreases along with the S/N.
This is perfectly true (see Shanon’s famous paper,22 for a
mathematical explanation). Many everyday-life examples
follow this rule: a CW signal is easier to recover using a
narrow filter (200 Hz, for instance) than when using an
SSB filter (3000 Hz, for instance). The signal can be recovered with the CW filter, whereas it could not with the standard SSB filter.
Keeping this idea in mind, we may wonder what a SSTV
demodulator should do? Our answers are summarized
below:
• It should provide a high-resolution picture when the
S/N is high.
• It should gracefully degrade when the S/N decreases.
The resulting video resolution would then be lower than
in the theoretical case, as set by G3OQD.

• It should decide on its own which quality is the best
during the SSTV demodulation. It should always provide
the best trade-off between noise immunity and picture resolution.
Can a software demodulator do that? Fortunately, the
answer is yes!
Remember that the frequency resolution of the DFT is
closely related to the number of samples used to compute
the power spectrum. When more samples are used the frequency estimation becomes more accurate.
The only requirement is to design a magic box that
chooses the best length for the time series the DFT will
process. Such a box must estimate the S/N of the SSTV
signal. It then converts this S/N to the appropriate length
thanks to a function f(S/N). This function can be stored
as a predetermined look-up table. Fig 25 shows the idea
behind this adaptive scheme.
The S/N Estimator

This part has been very difficult to design. Some methods make use of silence to estimate the power of noise.23 Our
magic box cannot rely upon this approach because a typical
SSTV signal lasts about two minutes and is continuous. We
have therefore designed a S/N estimator that runs in realtime; that is, during actual SSTV reception.
A simplified SSTV power spectrum is depicted in
Fig 26. It comprises the video signal plus some noise (the
synchronization signal is not considered here). The purpose of a S/N estimator is to estimate: (1) the power of the
SSTV-only signal for a given bandwidth; and (2) the noise
power for a given bandwidth.
Let us split the spectrum into three bands, according to
Fig 27:
1. A video-plus-noise band, ranging from 1500-2300 Hz.
2. A low-frequency noise-only band, ranging from
300-1100 Hz. The lower bound, 300 Hz, is realistic with an
SSB receiver. The upper bound, 1100 Hz, has been chosen
to avoid the synchronization signal (centered on 1200 Hz).
3. A high-frequency noise-only band, ranging from
2500-2700 Hz.
The total power in each band is computed thanks to a
2048-sample FFT (fs = 44,100 Hz) after windowing the incoming signal with a Hanning window (see Reference 19,

Fig 24—Model of a
slanted picture.

Fig 23—Hough
versus LMS
approximations.

Fig 25—The adaptive scheme for frequency estimation.
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Fig 26—A simplified spectrum of a noisy
SSTV signal.

Fig 27—Splitting the spectrum into three bands.

p 20 for some window functions). We then introduce two
new variables, namely Pvideo_noise and Pnoise_only.
• Pvideo_noise is the total signal power in the video band (15002300 Hz).
• Pnoise_only is the total signal power in the lower band (3001100 Hz) plus the total signal power in the higher band
(2500-2700 Hz).
Under the following assumptions:
• The noise power is constant across all frequencies. If not,
one can measure the global information filter response
of the receiver and make up for it.
• The SSTV video signal lies from 1500 to 2300-Hz.
One can write:
Pvideo_noise = Psignal + Pnoise
Pnoise_only = Pnoise

(

(

BW Pvideo_n
BW (receiv

BW Pnoise_only

BW (receiver )

)

(Eq 13)
(Eq 14)

where:
BW(receiver) = receiver bandwidth (2700 – 300 = 2400 Hz)
BW(Pvideo_noise) = bandwidth of the video signal (800 Hz for
SSTV)
BW(Pnoise_only) = total bandwidth used for noise-power
estimation. According to Fig 27, it is (1100 – 300) + (2700
– 2500) = 1000 Hz
Psignal = SSTV video signal power for a video bandwidth
BW(Pvideo_noise)
P noise = noise power
po
for the receiver bandwidth
BW(receiver).
From Eq 14, one can write:
Pnoise = Pnoise_only

BW (receiver )
BW Pnoise_only

(

)

(Eq 15)

From Eqs 13 and 15, we get:
Pnoise = Pnoise_only

BW (receiver )
BW Pnoise_only

(

Psignal = Pvideo_noise − Pnoise

)

(

BW Pvideo_n
BW (receiv

(Eq 16)

And expanding Eq 16, one has:
Pnoise = Pnoise_only

BW (receiver )
BW Pnoise_only

(

Psignal = Pvideo_noise − Pnoise_only

)
(
(

BW Pvi
BW Pn

(Eq 17)

The S/N is then computed by:
 Psignal 

S / N = 10 log
 Pnoise 

(Eq 18)

Notice that we can bound the minimum ratio Psignal /
Pnoise to 0.01 (–20 dB), a value far below realistic conditions for SSTV reception. This value will be used in the
sequel.
Results

A Martin M1 signal is generated. Gaussian noise is then
created and filtered by the same low-pass filter used for
synchronization detector tests, an 8th-order Butterworth
IIR with a cutoff frequency of 2500 Hz. It simulates the
filters of the receiver.
Nine different amounts of vnoise were added to the pure
M1 signal. We have arbitrarily chosen: 3, 2, 1.5, 1,
1/1.5, 1/2, 1/3, 1/6 and 1/10 times the original amplitude of
the noise. Please notice that such a simulation only focuses on noisy SSTV signals and that it does not consider
QRM. The estimated S/N is plotted for the nine experiments, along with the input noise power, in Fig 28.
Here are a few comments about that figure. The reference noise power, denoted as “o = input,” is computed by 10
log((vnoise)–2). The amplitude of the signal is one. Notice there
is an offset between the input noise power and the estimated
S/N. That is caused by the way the noise power is computed;
that is, without appropriate scaling. It is not important for
our application, as a gain between these values is converted
into an offset in the logarithmic scale.
We already know the estimator is biased. Another interesting simulation gives an idea about the standard deviation from the mean sS/N of this estimator.
Using the same algorithms 100 times for each experiment,
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one can compute the standard deviation
sS/N from the mean value µS/N of the
S/N. We have displayed the results in
Fig 29: the mean value µS/N as “×,” along
with the upper “∆” and lower “∇”
bounds. These bounds are related to the
mean value thanks to: µS/N + σS/N and
µS/N – σS/N.
We may conclude that the estimator performs well for S/N > 0 dB. The
standard deviation from the mean increases for lower values—the results
will be less accurate. Moreover, we can
see in Fig 29 that the method tends to
underestimate the S/N for very low
values. Anyway, the dynamic range of
the estimator extends to limits beyond
realistic receiving conditions. It is in-

deed very difficult to recognize a SSTV
signal at a very low S/Ns.
Estimating the Luminance

As explained above, the luminance
demodulation is based upon a DFT of
the incoming signal. The number of
samples used to compute the DFT is
driven by the estimated S/N, as a function f(S/N). We are now going to
describe the luminance demodulation
system and the trade-off we had to face.
High-Quality SSTV

How many samples do we have to
use to get an accurate estimate of the
SSTV signal? We have already explained the idea behind our adaptive

Fig 28—Original noise power (o) and estimated S/N (x).

scheme. We now focus on the highestquality demodulator. It is the upper
bound of the luminance demodulator.
Using a trial-and-error process, we finally decided to use a 37-point
Chebyshev window (see Fig 30).
The windowed signal is then fed into
a DFT. This DFT only computes the relevant part of the spectrum, thus saving many microprocessor cycles. The
output power spectrum is then followed
by a parabolic interpolation—a common
practice in frequency estimation.
This choice leads to excellent frequency estimations for high S/Ns. Moreover, the horizontal resolution allowed
by such a number of points is compatible with G3OQD specifications.

Fig 29—Standard deviation from the mean of the estimated S/N
(o = input noise; x = estimated S/N).

Fig 31—The
reference
picture

Fig 30—37-point Chebyshev window.
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Some simulation results of this demodulator are presented below. We have
used the same test picture as in Fig 6.
The demodulated picture is presented
in Fig 31. The luminance of the 128th
line of the test picture is displayed in
Fig 32. The luminance of the demodulated picture is displayed in Fig 33. One
can check that the demodulated signal
is very close to the reference. The only
difference is a slight shift between the
original and the demodulated pictures.
It produces the black vertical line on
the right. It will be fixed in a future
release of the software.
This horizontal shift prevents us
from using the usual peak S/N to estimate image quality. A far better quality estimate is to estimate bias and the
standard deviation from the mean

across a vertical line. The choice of a
vertical line allows us to use samples
that are not correlated. That topic is
far beyond the scope of this paper.24
A Demodulator for a Low S/N

When the S/N is low, the software
chooses a longer window—a Hanning
window. The lengths used in the software range from 64-2048 points. The
windowed signal is then followed by a
FFT. Only the relevant part of the estimated spectrum is used to recover
the frequency. Any maximum of the
power spectrum outside of the video
band (1500-2300 Hz) is excluded, thus
helping to mitigate picture degradation induced by QRM.
The very same software has been
used to demodulate a very noisy sig-

nal (more noise than SSTV signal).
Two resulting pictures are presented:
One was demodulated with a 37sample DFT (Fig 34), and another
demodulated with the adaptive,
S/N-based demodulator (Fig 35).
We have also plotted the same
128th line using the following convention: The continuous line is for the
adaptive scheme; the dots are for the
37-point DFT (see Fig 36). We can conclude the adaptive scheme, under
these conditions, outperforms the basic demodulator.
Implementation Issues

The whole software has been coded
in C++, some parts being C functions
with a C++ wrapper. It was developed
using Borland C++ Builder version 3

Fig 33—Demodulated signal, N = 37, line 128.

Fig 32—Picture demodulated with the 37-point DFT.

Fig 34—
Noisy picture
demodulated
with a 37point DFT.

Fig 35—
Noisy picture
demodulated
with the
adaptive
method.
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(professional edition for students—the
project started a while ago). More recently, it has also been compiled with
version 5 of the same product without
trouble.
The DFT relies upon two kinds of
modules: a plain DFT and a FFT. The
DFT is used for N = 37 points. Using
some recent C++ coding techniques,
the compiled code provides us with a

very short execution time on a processor from the Pentium family. It relies
upon a clever use of templates for the
dot product of vectors.26 As this topic
is far from the scope of this paper, but
of high interest to anyone “cooking”
and coding DSP modules, we invite the
interested reader to view references
on the topic.27, 28
The FFT is used for both the video

demodulator and the S/N estimator. We
have used the “Fastest Fourier Transform in the West” library, also known
as FFTW (see www.fftw.org).29, 30 This
software is licensed under the GNU
General Public License (GPL, see
www.gnu.org). The sound capture
under the Windows operating system
is a modified version of the code published in Dr Dobbs Journal.31As it uses

Fig 36—A noisy picture demodulated with both N = 37 and
adaptive techniques, line 128.

Fig 37—BV4DC’s picture, N = 37.

Fig 38—BV4DC’s picture, adaptive.

Fig 39—Same signal, demodulated with other common SSTV
software.

Table 1—IIR Synchronization Filter Coefficients

b

b1

b2

b3

b4

1.9897E–004
a

0
a1

–3.9794E–004
a2

0
a3

1.9897E–004
a4

–3.9024E+000

5.7672E+000

–3.8245E+000

9.6050E–001

0

0

1
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software released under the GPL, our
SSTV software is also released under
the GPL. Look for the source code at
roland.cordesses.free.fr/sstvrep
under “RealTime Processing.”
Experimental Results

The program described here, running under the Windows operating
system, can only receive M1 SSTV signals. While not having all the bells and
whistles found in today’s software, it
has been designed to match various
experimental conditions. The way the
picture appears on the PC screen is
close to any SSTV program, but we can
point out some unusual features our
software presents.
• The flux of SSTV lines is not constant and changes with the levels of
noise and interference.
• When one tunes a SSTV transmission the beginning of which has been
missed, some strange colors are first
presented on the screen; but after a few
seconds, the system resynchronizes itself even in presence of noise or QRM.
• At the end of a slanted picture, the
program “unslants” it automatically.
• The result file presents some statistical information associated with a
received picture and helps one understand how the program processed the
SSTV signal.
Moreover, the user can store not
only the received picture (BMP file)
but also the associated audio signal
(WAV file). It is therefore possible to
replay the audio file as often as desired to experiment with different processing configurations. During our
experiments, we produced many audio CD files. Thus we could test not
only the various capabilities of our
program, but also compare them to
other popular SSTV software.
Figs 37 through 39 show examples
of a picture transmitted by BV4DC on
the 15-meter band. The propagation
changed quickly and the signal, which
was good at the beginning of the transmission, suddenly dropped with a slow
and deep fading. Some interference
appeared at the end of the picture.
Fig 37 presents the BV4DC picture
as received with the 37-sample DFT,
while Fig 38 shows the same signal
demodulated with the adaptive, S/N
based demodulation. It is clear that
this last picture is far less noisy than
the first, but it does not have the same
sharpness. The adaptive algorithm is
doing a nice job under those poor conditions, and we can accept easily the
small loss of picture resolution.
Fig 39 is a picture from the same
audio signal produced by one of the
best available programs we have tested.
The picture quality is slightly better

than that of the 37-samples FFT of our
software, but far behind that of the
adaptive method shown in Fig 38.
Conclusion

We have presented some unconventional ways of processing SSTV synchronization signals and an adaptive
approach to extract luminance information. The results obtained with our
program making use of these algorithms are spectacular, especially
when receiving conditions are poor.
As a final word, when we were reviewing the papers presented in the
bibliography, we were very impressed
by the conclusion in Reference 3: “We
can be assured that picture and graphical processing by computer will shortly
pervade many aspects of our lives.” That
sentence, written more than 30 years
ago and before the introduction of the
microprocessor, was really prophetic
and has been subsequently verified!
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Lionel Cordesses first discovered
SSTV on his father’s (F2DC) P7-phosphor SSTV monitor when Lionel was
6 years old. Ten years and a few homemade receivers later, he designed his
own PC-XT based SSTV demodulation
software.
1994 saw the beginning of a bench
program to test image-decoding algorithms. Soon limited by the performance of the processor, the project
revived and finally ended in Novem-
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ber 2001, thanks to more number
crunching power, and a stronger theoretical knowledge.
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